
New Building Congregation Workshop 

6/27/15 

 

Location: First Congregational Church, Lorain 

Present: About 80 members of First Lutheran, including the New Building Committee, Paul Barribeau, 

Robert Habiger 

 

The workshop began with introduction by Bruce Whitman, NBC chair. 

 

Our architect Paul Barribeau then gave a presentation on the program. He gave descriptions of the 

following areas to be included in our new building: 

 worship/liturgy 

 hospitality (i.e., gathering, dining, kitchen) 

 outreach/service 

 ministry/leadership (i.e., offices, meeting rooms) 

 education 

 building services (convenient for human activity and human comfort, accessibility, toilets) 

The initial “wish lists” put together by the NBC in consultation with the congregation included about 

40,000 square feet of building space. Based on the money currently available for building, we can afford 

about 20,000 square feet. This presents both a challenge and an opportunity. There is an opportunity 

with a new building to build in as much flexibility as possible, and also to design spaces for multiple uses. 

This can also make design more challenging, however, and prioritizing essential ministries will also be a 

challenge. 

 

Following the presentation, Pastor Jimmy led the group through the new building vision statement, 

which was approved by the congregation in February. A brief time of prayer followed. 

 

Next, our liturgical consultant Robert Habiger led a time of discussion at tables, followed by sharing 

discussion results with the larger group. The results of this sharing are listed below. 

 

We adjourned for lunch at noon. Thanks are due to Sandy Jensen and Janis Engle who coordinated the 

delicious catered meal. 

 

Following lunch, Paul Barribeau gave a presentation on sites. He shared an analysis of both downtown 

sites we have been considering (Site A and Site B), including zoning and ordinance considerations. Some 

specifics on Site A are: 

 prominent between library and school 

 with Cornell, buildable area similar to site B 

 parking challenging, but library nearby, some properties available on 6th Ct. 

Some specifics on Site B are: 

 limited presence, but properties could be acquired 

 plenty of room for on-site parking 

 contiguous properties that could be available 

 



Paul then talked about the connection of the program (discussed in the morning) with the two sites. He 

showed the square foot “blocks” allotted for the various program areas in the current version of the 

program. He then gave his opinion that, based on our expressed needs, almost all of these areas would 

best be on the first floor. He then showed how a 20,000 or so square foot building would fit on the two 

sites. Site A would give few choices for layout of a one-floor building, and limited or no possibility for 

future expansion. Site B had plenty of space for the amount of building we can afford at this point, plus 

plenty of room to expand. In Paul’s opinion, Site A is not viable for what we want and need, and we 

should proceed next with Site B. In answer to a question, Paul also spoke about the unique benefits of 

being downtown, and by the lake and river. 

 

Pastor Jimmy then led us in saying our mission statement and in a time a prayer. 

 

Following this Robert led us in a second session of discussions at tables, the results of which are listed 

below. 

 

Bruce closed the meeting with a short summary, and we ended shortly after 2:30 with the Lord’s Prayer. 

 

 

First discussion session. These are responses of small groups and individuals, and do not necessarily 

reflect the consensus of all those present. 

 

1. Do you agree that affordable size of the building requires sharing of space? 

Agreed: that we have to share space 

Church should be open but safe 

 Can have a good security system with new building 

 Like idea of separate meeting room with limited access 

Concern to maintain reverence in shared spaces 

Worship space should be stand-alone space (e.g., no dining) 

What is the impact on multiple floors? 

Good stewardship – and utility 

Have done in the past 

Rather not have debt 

 

2. How do you feel about a church building with fewer dedicated / single-use spaces? 

It makes sense to have fewer spaces 

Spaces need to be flexible for multiple uses 

Changes can be made in the future (but could be costly) 

Multi-use of worship area okay – or not 

Like multi-use ideas (e.g., food pantry and education room; Family Promise and Sunday School) 

Some dedicated spaces necessary (e.g., vestry, sacristy) 

Possibility of dedicated chapel? 

Need enough offices 

Greater shared spaces = more money for other uses 

Excited to not be compartmentalized 



Fear of not getting it right 

Hopeful for a sense of satisfaction at the result 

 

3. In the spaces listed, are there any functions or programs that were missed? anything not 

immediately necessary? 

Missed: 

Showers 

Bridal room 

Heritage room/space (throughout the building or in dedicated space? Could also serve as 

chapel? Could be in hospitality/fireside room) 

Outside groups (AA, boy scouts, etc.) 

Projection/technology 

Preparations for storms/distasters 

[need to talk about type of seating in worship space] 

 

Wait: 

Free Clinic 

Choir rehearsal room (could share a space) 

Chapel 

# of SS classrooms (also affects Family Promise) 

 

 

Second discussion session. These are responses of small groups and individuals, and do not necessarily 

reflect the consensus of all those present 

 

1. What are the reasons that the church would stay downtown? 

Ministries 

Mission 

Programs 

History 

Identity – FLC’s is tied to downtown 

Convenience 

Commitment to downtown 

Don’t know the future (fear/hope) 

A new building will bring positive change to downtown 

 Influence the area rather than flee 

 Provide leadership 

Downtown ministries – other churches 

Ability to draw from surrounding communities – adds diversity 

Parking for downtown events 

Opportunity to do something different (from other churches that are leaving) 

We’ve always done it that way!!! 

People can walk to church (Sunday and during the week) 

There is a need for a strong church downtown – anchor 



Positive impact on the community 

 

2. Do you agree that Site A does not have the necessary area for the current or future needs of 

the church’s ministries? 

Yes 

Okay for present, but limiting for future 

Don’t want a basement – hard to avoid on Site A 

 

3. Beyond accommodating the immediate ministry programs, what other future possibilities 

might Site B allow? 

Expansion 

Free Clinic 

Projection for the future 

Bible school 

Memorial garden 

Chapel 

Buy other properties 

Original building part of Site B 

Three road access 

Unknown future ministries 

Green space (school property could be used) 

Playground 

Courtyard 

Recreational space (gym, outside) 

Daycare center (children? Homeless?) 

Outdoor worship space 

Community garden 

Senior activity center 

Concern about cost of Site B 

 What if it doesn’t work out? 

Creates multiple options for Site A 

Choir/rehearsal room 

Stage 

Concert hall 

Labyrinth (prayer walk) 

Garden 

Indoor playground 

Make it a destination 

 

 


